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D.B., based on works done in collaboration with M. Bauer and A. Tilloy

Statistical Aspects of Quantum State Monitoring 
for (and by) Amateurs

« Arctic School on Open Quantum Systems » 
December 2015



http://math.univ-lyon1.fr/~attal/Ecole_main.html

The summer school will include five main six hours (4 x 1h30) lectures: 
— « Quantum Control » by M. Mirrahimi. 
— « Quantum Statistics » by M. Mosonyi. 
— « Matrix Product States » by D. Perez-Garcia. 
— « Quantum Thermodynamics » by M. Esposito. 
— « Quantum Computing and complexity » by T. Cubitt. 
There will be room for several 45 mn talks by participants.

http://math.univ-lyon1.fr/~attal/Ecole_main.html
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Four lectures: 

1- Quantum non-demolition measurements 

2- Open quantum walks 

3- Continuous monitoring and quantum trajectories 

4- Strong indirect quantum monitoring 
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3- Continuous monitoring and quantum trajectories

Scaling limit of POVMs and Lindblad evolution

Quantum trajectory SDEs

Basic examples [on Qu-bits]

Application to control/feedback

The open quantum Brownian motion
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P := Probes Out-going probes
after interaction

S := Quantum 
SystemRecall from lectures 1-2:

— Iterated POVMs with output signal s_k and  updating:

— We aim at taking the continuous limit (in time), 
with continuous monitoring and information extraction.

— To simplify: suppose that probes are spin 1/2, i.e.  a doublet of POVM, 

— To take the continuous limit, the F’s have to depend on a small parameter  
and have to be small deformation of trivial elements. 
They are two cases:

signals
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Scaling limit of POVMs and Lindblad evolution

— We look at the case with the Fs close to the identity, symmetric at e=0. 
They have to solve 

— The `local-infinitesimal’ form of the POVM is:

with H hermitic but arbitrary N and M (not necessarily hermitic)
This codes for short time (rescaled) interactions between the system and the probe.

— Recall that +/- are the output signals (via probe measurements), and if these signals 
are not recorded, the transformation of the mean system state is:

⇢̄ ! �(⇢̄) = F+⇢̄F
†
+ + F�⇢̄F

†
�

In the infinitesimal form: �⇢̄ := �(⇢̄)� ⇢̄ =
�
� i[H, ⇢̄] + LN (⇢̄)

�
✏

with a « Lindbladian »

Identifying             gives « Lindblad evolution » [one parameter family of continuous CP-maps]

d⇢̄ :=
�
� i[H, ⇢̄] + LN (⇢̄)

�
dt

✏ = dt
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Quantum trajectory SDEs

— What is the system state evolution if we keep track of the output signal? 
It has to be random.

— Recall the one-step transformation (with output +/-)

— After series of n-steps, we get the signal (s1,s2,…sn) = (+,-,-,+,….,-,+), in 1-to-1 
correspondence with random walk. Its scaling limit is naturally linked to Brownian motion.

Let us codes the signal in the rescaled sum:

— More generally: « Quantum Trajectory SDEs »

— The scaling limit (                           ) of repeated POVMs is: 

with

The measured observable is N+N*. And Bt is a Brownian motion
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Quantum trajectory SDEs: Hint for a proof:

There is a drift in the statistics because  
the probability to have +/- is state dependent:

— Let the signal be:

This corresponds to:

— The evolution of the step can be written as [                                                      ] : 

with

Expanding

This gives a formula for the state evolution in terms of dt and dX,  

It corresponds to:
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Example I: Non-demolition measurement

— The continuous version of the discrete non-demolition measurement.

Q-trajectory SDEs:

If sigma^z is monitored:

— SDEs for the diagonal matrix element Q:

Hence, Qt is a (bounded) martingale.  
The martingale convergence theorem applies and:
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Example II: Qu-bit in thermal contact

— A Qu-bit, in contact with a thermal bath, with its energy continuously monitored.

with

— SDEs for the diagonal matrix element Q:

Effect of monitoringThermal relaxation « competition » 
with two characteristic time scales!

large gammalarge lambda

— This is a one-parameter SDE: can be exactly analyzed (see next lecture).
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Example III: Rabi oscillation

— A Qu-bit with the monitoring of an observable non-commuting with the hamiltonian.

— Q-trajectory SDEs with

for

Rabi oscillation Effect of measurement« competition » 
with two characteristic time scales!

large gammalarge omega

— The state purifies exponentially fast: reduction to a one-parameter SDE 
—> It can be exactly analyzed (see next lecture).
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The Open Quantum Brownian Motion (OQBM)

— OQBM = Scaling limit of OQW.

— Recall that OQW = repeated position dependent POVM (alias Q-trajectories)

then with B’s the transition matrices

— For an homogeneous walk on the line:

— In the scaling limit, with diffusive scaling (dx^2=dt) and 

This is a (well defined) Lindblad equation on H x L^2(R), called the OQBM, 
generalizing diffusion equations, mixing spatial and internal d.o.f.’s.

— It can of course be generalized to higher dimension with/without in-homogeneities. 
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The Open Quantum Brownian Motion (OQBM)

— Quantum trajectories, not only the mean, can be defined.

— Behaviors, properties depend on the moduli, the parameter H, N,….. 
Linked to behaviors, properties of quantum trajectories.

A diffusive case.

A ballistic case

Sample of a trajectory mean position distribution
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alpha

betabeta

0,5

2,0

0,50,5

1,0

0,5 1,0 2,0

N=\alpha \sigma_z + \beta \sigma_+

—> Next Lecture: Strong indirect quantum monitoring
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4- Strong indirect quantum monitoring

The quantum jumps Markov chain

The strong monitoring limit

A finer structure: quantum spikes 

An explicit construction at large coupling

Zeno effect or not? Application to control
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Zeno effect or not? Application to control

— Hamiltonian and dissipative channels react quite differently to measurement  
back action, i.e. to the Zeno effect [because of the number of d.o.f.’s involved]

— How does the quantum Zeno effect affects  quantum trajectories ?

— Recall how do quantum trajectories for a thermal Qu-bit or for Rabi oscillations look.

Zeno effect

No Zeno effect

similar 
<- but ->
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Application to control:

— Possible control of quantum system based on the fact that dissipative and hamiltonian 
    channels don’t react the same to the Zeno effect: 
-> adaptive measurement may be use to close hamiltonian channels but not dissipative 
ones.

— Application to generate quantum flux in a double quantum dot geometry.

 <— a DQD, 
 its idealisation —>

hamiltonian

dissipative dissipative

Observation

DQD occupation measurement  
via QPC conductivity.

The dot-reservoir channels are dissipative. 
The tunnel channel is hamiltonian 
The left-right dot occupation is continuously monitored.
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Application to control: a mesoscopic Maxwell deamon

— This generates a flux, even for reservoirs at equal chemical potential,  
    by adapting the measurement strength to the information we get. 

Opening/closing the tunnel channel similarly as in Maxwell daemon experiments.

— By changing the intensity of the observation depending on the information 
   on the electron position one has, we may control the electron flux. 
For instance, we may measure more strongly when it is « known » that the electron is on the 
right dot and lightly when it is « believed » to be on the left —> net flux from left to right.

mean current

(asymmetric) monitoring strength 
at equal chemical potential

mean current 
- with 
- without 
feedback

chemical potential
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The quantum jumps Markov chain (I) or…    what is the strong measurement limit  
       of quantum trajectories (part I)

— Hint for a proof (standard tools for SDE theory)

Standard formula for the stationary measure for 1d SDE:

Then, careful limit gamma->infinity.

with [if 0 is a forbidden target]

— Actually: [to be used later…..]

— A Qu-bit, in contact with a thermal bath with its energy continuously monitored.
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The quantum jumps Markov chain (II)

— Similar methods apply to the case of monitored Rabi  
 oscillation for a Qu-bit, to prove the Zeno formula for  
 for the mean time in between jumps  
 and finer statistical properties.

— In general:

To take the large gamma limit, avoiding the Zeno effect requires rescaling 
coefficients in the system dynamics.
Let Qi be the diagonal element of the density matrix.

Then, Explicitly computable from the microscopic data.

At large gamma, all finite dimensional distributions of the conditioned density matrix 
converge to those of a finite state Markov process on the projectors associated to 
the measurement eigenvectors (the pointer states).

— More:

But this applies only not the finite dimensional distributions: Spikes are missing!….
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The quantum jumps Markov chain : hint for a proof.

— The proof is (we believe) interesting itself because it requires dealing  
   with the strong noise limit of SDEs.

Potentially big at large gamma!!

— It is based on an analysis of the second order differential operator 
 associated to the SDEs: 

with D of the form:
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A finer structure: quantum spikes 

— Let us look again at the quantum trajectories 
 of a thermal Qu-bit:

A finer structure survives, 
besides the jumps: the spikes.

— Claim:

- This is not in contradiction with the fact that all finite distributions of Qt converge to those 
of the jump Markov chain.  

- Spikes of height bigger a than a cutoff are countable.  
- They have infinitesimal time duration, of order gamma^{-2}



Discrete: 
system evolution + weak 
measurement at high frequency.

Continuous: 
system evolution + continuous  
monitoring at high rate.
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A finer structure: quantum spikes (II) 

— Why spikes survive?  
    Look at the linear equation close to Q=0:  

Exact solution -> �2 Xt converges in law: �p Y := lim
�!1

�2 Xt with P[Y < y] = e�2/y

In a given trajectory, all Xt are of order         but they are correlated on a time 
interval of order        . On a given time interval they are      such variables. 

��2

��2 �2

Hence, the maximum M := supt2[a,b][Xt] is of order 1: P[M < m] ' [e�2/�2m]�
2(b�a)

— Check statistical property of Q-trajectories (derived from the SDEs)

Recall: the distribution of the time 
a trajectory starting at Qi reaches Q is: 

This can be computed using the spikes’ description:
- Starting at Qi = conditioning on the presence of a spike point in [Qi,1]x[0,dt] (with dt->0)

Two possibilities:
- This initial spike is actually above Q (first term) 

- The next spikes above Q differ from the initial one (second term) 



An explicit construction at large coupling

— Away from Q=0 or Q=1, Qt is a martingale 
—> Should be possible to reconstruct Qt from a Brownian up to time reparametrization.

— A geometrical construction:

A Brownian sample, reflected at 0 and 1, 
parametrized with its natural time.

The sam example but parametrized by 
its local time spend at 0 and 1.

— Claim:
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An explicit construction at large coupling (II)

— Hint for a proof:

Change time (quadratic variation):

Yield a new SDE              : 

Matters only at Z=0-> reflection

Z has to be a Brownian motion reflected a zero —> dZ⌧ = dL(0)
⌧ + dW⌧

Local time at 0

[Tanaka formula]

By identification: 

(          )
a (new) Brownian motion 

— Look again at the linear equation (close to Q=0):
It develops spikes (from 0) at large gamma.

from natural parametrization 

to local time parametrization
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THANK YOU!!

— Consequences: 
Prediction for fine structures in the internal structure of the 
(experimentally observed?) quantum jumps if parametrized with the 
quadratic variation, instead of the linear `clock’ time.

⌧ :=

X

n

Tr[(�⇢n)
2
] or ⌧ :=

X

n

Tr[(�⇢n)
2
diag]

Can this be experimentally observed/verified?

We stop here this series of lectures on  
« Statistical Aspects of Quantum State Monitoring » 

for (and by) Amateurs


